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WELCOME.

Pacific Design Center’s WESTWEEK ICONS + INNOVATORS  
theme celebrates today’s seminal standard bearers and 

ground breaking influencers leading the design industry  

ever-forward, with presentations featuring top talent who 

both embody and deliberate on what it means to be iconic and 

innovative in the design world now. Holding true to the theme,  

the PDC showrooms’ Spring Collections prove to set the trends for  

the season. From innovative lighting to one-of-a-kind fabrics,  

our showrooms are sure to have the perfect product for the  

design icon in you! 

4 // SEATING

14 // WALLS

18 // FLOORING

22 // TABLES + CHAIRS

26 // FABRICS + TEXTILES

44 // ACCENTS
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SEATING
The furnishings you choose to 

complete a room serve as an 

expression of your unique sense 

of style. From a modern sectional 

to a traditional tufted sofa to the 

fabrics tailored to adorn each piece, 

these elements define not only a 

particular aesthetic but your own 

individual personality and design 

point-of-view.

HOLLY HUNT Los Angeles brings elegance to 

outdoor living. Evoking the broad wingspan 

of its namesake, the Manta Ray Daybed is an 

expression of relaxed grandeur. It offers depth 

for groups to recline, while retaining an airy sense 

of lightness through a sleek and meticulously 

engineered base frame. Suite B377/B619, 
hollyhunt.com

HOLLY HUNT

HOLLY HUNT OUTDOOR Collection

https://www.hollyhunt.com
http://www.hollyhunt.com


EBANISTA
Featuring equal parts of elegance and glamour, Ebanista’s new Marchese Sofa includes a tufted curved back, reeded base and decorative legs. 

Shown in antiqued gold finish and with Ebanista’s Chantal Sepia ribbed silk upholstery. As seen in Architectural Digest and Veranda magazines.  

Suite G190, ebanista.com

CINEMATECH HOME THEATER
CinemaTech launches a new showroom at PDC showcasing their newest models including motorized sofa sectionals with motorized headrests and 

dedicated theater seating in nine different styles. All of CinemaTech’s seating are made-to-order, custom pieces that are hand-crafted in Germany or 

the US, with hundreds of leathers and fabrics to choose from as well as the ability to use a COM/COL. Suite M26, mycinematech.com

HOLLY HUNT
HOLLY HUNT Los Angeles is proud to present Vladimir Kagan’s 

Classic Collection. Vladimir Kagan was a long-time friend and 

inspiration to Holly. The new installation of Kagan’s most iconic 

designs includes the Freeform Curved Sofa, Sculpted Coffee 

Table, Barrel Chair and Contour Low Back Lounge Chair with 

Foot Stool. Suite B377/B619, hollyhunt.com

A. RUDIN
Los Angeles-based A. Rudin continues to expand its repertoire 

with the introduction of a dozen new designs, including the casual 

and timeless 788 Barrel Chair. The detailing allows it to fit into a 

multitude of aesthetics, from a clean tailored look to a relaxed 

California style. The subtle details of deep wire scrubbed oak and 

carefully placed white gold leaf accents allow the chair to shine in 

any setting. Made of cerused oak, brushed stainless steel, white 

gold leaf and A. Rudin fabrics. Suite G172, arudin.com
 

http://ebanista.com
http://www.mycinematech.com
https://www.hollyhunt.com
http://www.hollyhunt.com
http://www.arudin.com


TIDELLI OUTDOOR LIVING
Tidelli Sailor Lounge Chair is a 2017 Brazilian design that 

is beautifully woven in nautical rope. The open pattern 

similar to a sailor’s net is what makes this design a unique 

piece. Designed by Luciano Mandelli, the piece was created 

with three of Tidelli’s strongest characteristics: ergonomic 

design, use of the nautical rope, and durability. The chair 

is handmade in a high grade welded aluminum, powder 

coating painting, finished with any of 52 different nautical 

rope colors. Suite B116, tidelli.com

KRAVET
Presenting a modern perspective for Kravet Couture’s array of textured fabrics, the new Luxury Textures Collection offers stunning options from subtle 

to sculptural designs. Lofty chenilles, luxurious velvets and innovative wovens are showcased in two striking books: Steel and Stone. Throughout the 

collection, small-scale patterns, refined geometrics along with exclusively designed jacquard velvets layer beautifully with the more subtle fabrics for 

a sumptuously textured and sophisticated look. Suite B624, kravet.com

http://www.tidelli.com
http://kravet.com


BAKER FURNITURE
Barbara Barry’s new line for McGuire furniture is inspired by her recent purchase and remodeling of her new home in Ojai, California. 

Contemporary form meets natural luxury with the Thacher Sectional, designed to be configured in myriad ways. Each clean-lined body 

can be built with an open or closed arm design allowing for configuration as a sofa or sectional. A new, modern profile for McGuire, 

this sofa is grounded yet sublime. The hardwood maple frame accentuated by a square caning interior and exterior, for structural and 

material interest. Suite B525, bakerfurniture.com

SUMMIT FURNITURE
The Mod Squad Collection was conceived by Los Angeles–

based designer Alwy Visschedyk for Summit. L.A. Mod’s 

sculptural, three-piece collection features a 28” front lounge 

chair, a 36” front lounge chair, and a coffee/occasional table. 

Feeling indecisive? Mix and match with four possible artful  

configurations. Suite B135, summitfurniture.com

http://bakerfurniture.com
http://summitfurniture.com


DEDON
DEDON’s first fully upholstered collection, BRIXX by Lorenza Bozzoli, offers amazing 

versatility and 360° functionality. Simple yet sophisticated, natural yet refined, this flexible 

system of rectangular modules fully lives up to the playfulness of its name, allowing you to 

construct islands of luxurious comfort both indoors and outdoors. Accessible from all sides, 

the collection brings people together for a new way of relaxation and social interaction. 

Suite B188, dedon.us

http://www.dedon.us


The Spring 2017 collection from Innovations brings 

a hyper-focus on art to the wall. The Design Studio 

poured their passion into the ten wallcoverings, 

like Watercolor, whose vivid brushstrokes explore 

the vertical movement of water and paint. A 

tremendous amount of color, digitally rendered, 

goes into each of the eight colorways. Experience 

the complete art-inspired collection, available 

now, in the Innovations showroom. Suite M20, 
innovationsusa.com

INNOVATIONS

SANGRIA Collection

WALLS
No matter the scale of your 

design project, PDC showrooms 

offer a variety of wallcoverings to 

elevate the sophistication of every 

interior. From prints to patterns 

to the increasing popularity of 

metallics, we have an incomparable 

selection of materials and styles to 

personalize any wall.

http://www.innovationsusa.com


PHILLIP JEFFRIES
Taking inspiration from your beach oasis, a place where you go to escape … elements of coastal textures, airy fabrics and chic naturals inspire. From 

Cape Cod to Cannes … Phillip Jeffries’ Spring 2017 Collection embodies its namesake - COASTLINES. Suite B619, phillipjeffries.com

STARK FABRIC, WALLCOVERING & FURNITURE
From the award winning designer, Nicolette Mayer, Stark’s newest collection of fabric and wallcovering provides a modern approach to ancient traditions 

and artifacts. From the beauty of nature, to hand-painted wallpaper panels, to the fine weave of boucle fabrics, the Agate design (pictured here) was 

inspired by the organic beauty of crystallized rock providing a richness, depth, and wild mix of color; brought on by combining the right minerals, 

gravity, and time. Suite B617, starkcarpet.com

http://www.phillipjeffries.com
http://starkcarpet.com


FLOORING
You’ll be “floored” by the myriad 

of options our showrooms offer 

for your flooring needs. If you’re 

installing premium hardwoods 

throughout a client project or 

simply accenting a single room with 

a hand-woven bespoke carpet, PDC 

provides an exhaustive offering of 

surfacing resources.

Scott Group Studio introduces Istorii: A 

Larry Hokanson Collection.  This collection 

celebrates industry pioneer in rug design 

Larry Hokanson. His lifetime exploration and 

understanding the importance of art and 

global culture combined with his intense 

passion for Russian history are captured in 

Istorii.  Istorii, meaning stories in Russian, 

reveals Larry’s life journey articulated through 

eight expressive patterns and vibrant hues. 

Suite B613, scottgroupstudio.com

SCOTT GROUP STUDIO

ISTORII Collection

http://www.scottgroupstudio.com


LAPCHI RUG DESIGN STUDIO
Battilossi for Lapchi; hand-woven rugs designed in Italy. Maurizio Battilossi has both designed and commissioned rugs for the European market since 

1994. His newest collaborations with Lapchi include the Linea rugs, woven in the Berber tradition with distinctly Battilossi finishes, the Draga Obradovic 

Pattern Mix textiles and a range of colorful Eclectica rugs which can be customized. Suite G176, lapchi.com

PERFEC HARDWOOD FLOORS
Step into the PERFEC showroom and find more than 100 hardwood floors on display from around the world. Exclusive finishes from Italy, Holland, 

Belgium, UK, and local Los Angeles artisans on a variety of plank platforms and grades. Besides floorings, there are a few unique collections of outdoor 

wood and wall wood. PERFEC also specializes in custom staircases, whether standard wall-to-wall, boxed, pie, or floated treads, just to name a few to 

fit any projects. Suite G299, perfec.us

http://lapchi.com
http://PERFEC.us


TABLES  
CHAIRS
PDC showrooms bring much to 

the table where dining, coffee 

and accent pieces are concerned. 

Complemented by seating options 

of both scale or style, we help 

create a dining experience perfect 

for casual gatherings or formal 

affairs.

The Thomas Lavin Showroom is pleased to add 

Troscan to its select roster of high-end home 

furnishings purveyors. Hand-crafted in Chicago 

by husband-and-wife duo Deirdre Jordan, interior 

architect, and trained furniture designer Bob 

Robinson, Troscan aims to create authentically 

original furnishings. Committed to unadorned 

simplicity, Troscan’s collection of seating, tables 

and casegoods are produced with an eye for 

minimizing adverse effects on the environment.

Suite B309/B310, thomaslavin.com

THOMAS LAVIN

http://thomaslavin.com


JANUS ET CIE
JANUS et Cie introduces Katachi, named for the Japanese concept that combines kata, meaning form, and chi, meaning magic. “Katachi is for 

lovers of craftsmanship. The meticulous construction yields graceful designs that are magical, ergonomic masterpieces,” says Janice Feldman, 

JANUS et Cie founder and collection designer. Katachi features four new, variegated JANUSfiber hues for an enchanting effect outdoors.  

Suite B146/B193, janusetcie.com

BAUSMAN & COMPANY
Bausman & Company introduces the new Signature 

Collection 5533 Sedna Console Table. The Signature 

Collection comprises unique designs with a 

contemporary aesthetic combining multiple materials 

that are destined to inspire. All pieces are crafted 

locally and available in a variety of finishes and custom 

sizes. Three unique Console Tables start the collection 

off with more new designs to be presented regularly 

in the expanded Bausman & Company showroom. 

Suite B396, bausmanandcompany.com

VONDOM
After the success of the Africa Chair, Vondom and 

Eugeni Quitllet round out the Africa Collection by 

taking it to new heights … a bar and counter stool. 

Quitllet is the recently awarded Designer of the Year 

2016 by Maison & Objet. Stackable and available in 

7 colors, the Africa Stool is simply versatile. Indoor/

outdoor use; in stock. Suite B114, vondom.com

A. RUDIN
Introducing Matsuoka. A. Rudin is pleased to welcome 

Matsuoka Furniture to its Los Angeles showroom. In 

1866, on the Japanese island of Honshu, the Matsuoka 

family began producing exceptional furniture. And 

for the succeeding 150 years, Matsuoka’s reputation 

for excellence has continued to showcase their craft 

superbly with fine quality while retaining many of the 

ancient artisanal skills. Suite G172, arudin.com

http://www.janusetcie.com
http://bausmanandcompany.com
http://www.vondom.com
http://www.arudin.com


FABRICS
Texture, color, prints and patterns, 

choosing and blending the 

right fabrics are of the utmost 

importance when designing a chic, 

well-appointed space. Whether 

you’re upholstering a vintage sofa 

or searching for the finest window 

treatments, our showrooms will 

guide you in selecting the best 

fabrics to showcase the beauty of 

your home.

This season brings a breath of fresh air with a 

focus on materiality and innovative new textures 

from Great Outdoors Textiles for HOLLY HUNT. 

Deep icy blues, plums and luminous yellows 

float among a new range of crisp, clean whites in 

The Fresh Air Collection. Visit our new 6th Floor 

showroom to see all that is new from HOLLY 

HUNT Textiles. Suite B377/B619, hollyhunt.com

HOLLY HUNT

FRESH AIR Collection

https://www.hollyhunt.com
http://www.hollyhunt.com


DURALEE/HC MONOGRAM
Duralee/HC Monogram is passing the traditional torch to this season’s new Whitmore Collection. This three-color book set of wovens with a 

coordinating book of prints has been designed to offer modern variations on traditional design classics. Neutrals in warmer tones, rich reds 

and timeless blues are offered up in this first volume of elegant, tasteful textiles for the home. B601, duralee.com

DONGHIA
Donghia captures the essence of New York City in its 2017 collection, Manhattan Muse. Visionary designs expressed through embroidered, 

woven, printed and hand-painted goods evoke the world’s great city of dreams. The nearly 200 offerings convey the energy, art, drama, music 

and unique lifestyles of this iconic locale; birthplace of the Donghia brand. Taken all together, the collection’s myriad offerings and diverse 

range of qualities enable the designer to create the sophisticated, dazzling, yet livable penthouse look … in any space. Suite G196, donghia.com

http://duralee.com
http://donghia.com


ROBERT ALLEN
Robert Allen celebrates the joy of travel with 

Wanderlust, an indoor/outdoor collection 

produced with 100% Sunbrella acrylic fabric. 

Inspired by the colors and patterns found in 

bold African textiles, intricate woven baskets 

and vivid kilim rugs, designs include large-scale 

multicolor ikat patterns, mid-scale jacquards 

in organic geometrics and textural solids.  

Suite B499, robertallendesign.com

PINDLER
Pindler is excited to continue telling the story of 

William Randolph Hearst’s passion for all things 

beautiful with the new additions to the Hearst 

Castle™ Collection. This collection is a beautiful 

assortment of designs with the timeless elegance 

and lavishness of the Hearst Castle™. This 

exclusive collection includes 59 SKU’s and is a 

fabulous grouping of linen embroidery, applique, 

velvet and chenille patterns constructed in 

the finest fibers and woven all over the world.  

Suite B530, pindler.com

ROBERT ALLEN
Rich. Earthen. Sumptuous. The new Color Library 

Collection from Robert Allen brings home the 

colors, moods and textures of nomadic cultures. 

From the Atlas Mountains of Morocco to the 

Tibetan plateau and the prairies of the Great 

Plains, the spirit of the nomad is embodied in a 

pure palette of rich pigments. Rooted in onyx, 

carob, denim and cement, it’s a color story 

that draws from artisanal wares and traditional 

dress found amid these sparse locales.  

Suite B499, robertallendesign.com

RAOUL TEXTILES
Raoul Textiles’ new Blooms & Berries Collection is 

a lived-in, literary mix of patterns, inspired by the 

artistic disorder of a Bloomsbury drawing room. 

The collection blends eclectic florals and small-

scale motifs, in a range of rich, chalky colors. The 

prints complement the newest furniture from 

Engle & Deutch. Suite G160, raoultextiles.com

http://robertallendesign.com
http://pindler.com
http://robertallendesign.com
http://raoultextiles.com


OSBORNE & LITTLE
Inspired by the intense pigments and shades found in Majolica ware, 

Designers Guild’s new Majolica Collection combines extraordinary 

contemporary florals, in various scales, with classic damasks and marbleized 

textures. Suite B643, osborneandlittle.com

FABRICUT
Stroheim and Dana Gibson collaborate this season with Crypton Home for 

a luxury performance upholstery collection. Featuring 26 playful patterns 

and textures in Dana’s signature color combinations, these fabrics are 

engineered with Crypton technology creating heavy-duty durable, stain 

resistant fabrics that are also luxuriously soft, rich and beautiful; family-

friendly and perfectly suited for everyday living. See and feel for yourself 

why Dana Gibson Crypton Home is the ultimate performance fabric 

collection for your luxurious interiors! Suite B470, fabricut.com

http://osborneandlittle.com
http://www.fabricut.com


FABRICUT
S. Harris extends its brand offering with its first 

accessories collection, Cover. Featuring eleven 

luxurious and beautifully woven Italian cashmere 

throws, Cover’s bouclé textures, solid ombrés, 

stripes, and distinctive contemporary patterns will 

complement, accessorize and bring warmth to 

interior spaces. Wrap up in one today in the Fabricut 

showroom! Suite B470, fabricut.com

MAHARAM
Mingled Plaid by Paul Smith reinterprets traditional 

features of a plaid—such as a rectilinear pattern, 

worsted wool yarn, and a twill construction—through 

scale and color. An asymmetrical sequence of dotted 

stripes is perpendicularly arranged to form a loose 

windowpane plaid of intermingling lines. Woven in 

Scotland, Mingled Plaid by Paul Smith has a smooth 

hand and slight sheen. Each color features a neutral 

ground accented by multiple, bright intersecting 

stripes. Suite G152, maharam.com
KRAVET
Presenting a modern perspective for Kravet Couture’s array of textured fabrics, the new Luxury Textures Collection offers stunning options from 

subtle to sculptural designs. Lofty chenilles, luxurious velvets, and innovative wovens are showcased in two striking books: Steel and Stone. The 

contemporary, clean-lined and current designs draw inspiration from high-style, 1970s style seen on this season’s runways from the most exclusive 

luxury fashion brands. Suite B624, kravet.com

http://www.fabricut.com
http://maharam.com
http://kravet.com


INTERNATIONAL DOWN & LINEN
Introducing Alicia Adams Alpaca. There’s no easier way to refresh a room than to add a splash of vibrant color in the form of a lush 

throw. Alicia Adams offers these stunning Alpaca fringed throws in over 80 variations. Why not consider this naturally soft, yet 

durable, alternative to cashmere? Quick ship program available. Suite B368, internationaldownandlinen.com

EDELMAN LEATHER
From the grassy hillsides in Western Europe, an idyllic life lived. Ranger reminds us of when we first fell for leather. A material that is 

both rugged and refined; one that not only stands the test of time but responds to it. Ranger is a full-grain, leather-finished with 

only aniline dyes and wax. Tumbling the hides burnishes the natural grain structure which provides great depth to the twelve 

standard colors, highlighting the true nature of the leather. Suite G158, edelmanleather.com

http://internationaldownandlinen.com
http://edelmanleather.com


MAHARAM
Maharam introduces its latest product initiative: leather. Marharam 

has designed eight styles sourced exclusively in Italy, with the 

exception of a true suede from Spain. Guided by Maharam’s material 

expertise, the collection is minimally treated and celebrates the 

beauty of leather returned to a more natural state. Color palettes of 

great depth and specificity complement this approach. Developed 

exclusively by the Maharam Design Studio, whose color direction 

prioritizes an independent response to the material qualities of the 

product at hand, Maharam leather is available in one hundred unique 

shades. Suite G152, maharam.com

PINDLER
Pindler is proud to introduce the new Exclusive Seaside Collection. 

The Seaside Collection is an indoor/outdoor grouping of simple 

yet sophisticated coastal inspired solids, stripes and patterns. All 

patterns are woven in Sunbrella 100% solution-dyed all-weather 

acrylic, and designed by world-renowned designer Richard Frinier. 

The Seaside Collection is named for the many iconic and romantic 

coastal destinations and locales around the world that served 

as inspiration for these distinctively beautiful and exceptionally 

executed performance textiles. Suite B530, pindler.com

KNEEDLER|FAUCHÈRE
Kneedler|Fauchère proudly welcomes Zak + Fox to our showroom family. Zak Profera’s latest collection, Timbuktu, includes ten new patterns inspired 

by his most recent desert travel expedition. Shown is Expedition, which ventures into new territory, pairing close-set stripes with broad spacing at 

unexpected intervals. In woven linen, this pattern is a modern take on the well-traveled history of gingham, pulling inspiration from pattern closely 

associated with colonial India, Malaysia, Japan, Britain and beyond. As founder of this much buzzed about line, Zak’s collections are charged with an 

ancient and layered narrative that spark an aesthetic that is classic, contemporary, and ever-shifting. Suite B600, kneedlerfauchere.com

http://maharam.com
http://pindler.com
http://kneedlerfauchere.com


SAMUEL & SONS
Lori Weitzner is pleased to introduce the Regatta 

Collection for Samuel & Sons, Lori’s first indoor/outdoor 

collection of performance trims. Named after the 

carefree pastime of boat racing, the Regatta Collection 

celebrates being outdoors and the subtle beauty found 

in nature. Made using heathered yarns and ombré 

techniques, the cords and tapes each contain numerous 

hues that reflect the ever-shifting colors seen in all facets 

of the natural world. Suite B609, samuelandsons.com

http://www.samuelandsons.com


SCHUMACHER/PATTERSON FLYNN MARTIN
Bonnee Sharp of Studio Bon has been making beautiful hand-printed textiles since the 1990s. With this collection we have taken the same happy 

prints you know and love and made them suitable for outdoor use. The result? A collection chock full of graphic designs in a variety of scales and 

coordinated colorways that are meant to be mixed and matched. Stop by our showroom to see them today! Suite B489, fschumacher.com

HOLLAND & SHERRY
In 2016, Holland & Sherry celebrated 180 years in textiles: 

a long history defined by our commitment to quality and 

classic design. Through our interiors division, our collection 

has evolved to include 21st century adaptations of the warp 

and weft, as well as expanding into materials for every 

surface. The patterns, processes and unique history of these 

collections stay true to their origin while reaching toward 

a fresh new aesthetic. Modern Legacy is our tribute to the 

classics, reimagined for fabric, rugs, wall covering, and 

embroidery. Suite B305, interiors.hollandandsherry.com

SUMMIT FURNITURE
For 38 years, Summit Furniture has outfitted the likes 

of private estates, elegant far-flung villas and yachts, 

with timeless hand-crafted teak chairs, chaises, sofas 

and dining tables. Now, the Monterey, California-based

company is adding another layer to the collection: 

fabric. The launch of Summit Endurance Fabrics 

includes fade-proof, graphic-printed pattern Mazie, 

recalling the subtle, puzzle-like paths of a maze with 

a wink to Midcentury design. It’s made of 100-percent 

solution-dyed acrylic and intended for indoor or 

outdoor use. Available in 14 designs and up to five 

colorways. Suite B135, summitfurniture.com

http://fschumacher.com
http://interiors.hollandandsherry.com
http://summitfurniture.com


FINISHING 
TOUCHES
At PDC, you’ll discover the 

details to a curated space are 

found throughout our numerous 

showrooms. These accent pieces, 

from custom lighting to hand-

crafted casegoods, complete the 

finished look that transforms a 

house into a home.

Thomas Lavin invites you to experience 

Troscan – a collection of furniture hand-made in 

America and just launched at the Thomas Lavin 

showrooms. Committed to unadorned simplicity, 

the Troscan Collection strives to produce 

furnishings that are authentically original — 

sound and pleasing to the eye and body, pieces 

that are not everyday, yet make sense every day. 

Suite B309/B310, thomaslavin.com

THOMAS LAVIN

TROSCAN Collection

http://thomaslavin.com


JEAN DE MERRY
The Roche wall sconce by Jean 

de Merry combines bronze, 

rock crystal, and gold leaf for 

a sinuous design. Suite B653, 
jeandemerry.com

MICHAEL TAYLOR COLLECTIONS
Expect the unexpected. Michael Taylor 

Collections is pleased to announce the launch 

of its new line, Taylor. Premiering this Spring, 

the collection offers 18 new contemporary 

furnishing designs with a refined, modern edge. 

Clean lines, sophisticated material pairings, and 

the uncompromising bench-made quality of 

Michael Taylor Designs come together in a fresh, 

accessible collection designed for today’s lifestyle.  

Suite B504, michaeltaylorcollections.com

REAGAN HAYES
Reagan Hayes is pleased to introduce 

the Vincent Accent Table. Five sides, 

five angles, five finishes. Vincent is a 

contradiction of excessive precision and 

haphazard proportions; a freshly cut 

gem from an indecisive jeweler. Vincent 

shines in any combination of finishes 

from the subtle to the sensational.  

Suite B300, reaganhayes.com

http://www.jeandemerry.com
http://michaeltaylorcollections.com
http://www.reaganhayes.com


ARMANI CASA
Armani Casa’s new limited edition of the Club Cocktail Cabinet, released in a series of only 50 numbered and signed pieces, is completely hand-

made. Presented in Canaletto walnut, it features a structure in pearl gold technical fabric and frontal doors in lacquer with hand painted “Oceano” 

motif. Suite G170, armanicasa.com

QUINTUS
Quintus is pleased to present the Bracelet 

Chandelier by Studio Bel Vetro. Hand-blown in 

Healdsburg, California, this stunning new design 

can be customized to complement your exact 

requirements. Artisan-owned and artisan-made, 

right here in California! Suite 519, quintushome.com

CRESTRON
Stroheim and Dana Gibson collaborate this season 

with Crypton Home for a luxury performance 

upholstery collection. Featuring 26 playful patterns 

and textures in Dana’s signature color combinations, 

these fabrics are engineered with Crypton 

technology creating heavy-duty durable, stain 

resistant fabrics that are also luxuriously soft, rich 

and beautiful; familyfriendly and perfectly suited for 

everyday living. See and feel for yourself why Dana 

Gibson Crypton Home is the ultimate performance 

fabric collection for your luxurious interiors!  

Suite G288, crestronshowroom.com

http://www.armanicasa.com
http://quintushome.com
http://crestronshowroom.com



